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Same logic as P2P, different
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A real life case study: my kids’ nanny loves to go home for Xmas, it is always very expensive, except
today we see an ad from Philippines Airlines
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At this stage, either they don’t need your product yet or don’t know they need your product. The key to connecting with
buyers is: Make them aware of your product and the benefits it offers.
Your ultimate goal with top of the funnel marketing is to encourage users down the funnel to the “think” stage, where the
first signs of purchase intent surface. Two main digital marketing strategies work better than the others—social media and
PPC display ads.
- Social media channels—specifically Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and YouTube—are prime real estate for your company
to generate awareness because there’s where your audience goes to “see” and discover things.
- PPC display ads. Display network reaches over 90% of global internet users expanding across 2 million sites.
At the end of these efforts should start seeing brand recognition. While brand recognition and ad recall are easier to
measure with social media than PPC, you should still see interest growing by engagement with your ads and visits to your
website.
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SEE: me and my wife
suddenly started seeing
promotion ads from
Philippine Airlines on our FB
page.
We connected to our nanny
desire and started thinking,
we could buy her a flight as
Xmas gift.
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Once your target audience is aware of their needs and your company they move into the “think” stage. This is where it gets
tricky—the majority of consumer research happens in this stage, and the research and discovery loop takes them back and
forth through different mediums. During this stage, it’s crucial to build your authority and get your target audience onto your
website.
The best digital marketing strategies for middle-of-the-funnel consumers are:
• SEO: SEO (search engine optimization) is your number one source of organic web traffic and leads, and arguably serves most
stages of the buyer’s journey. It’s by using SEO that your website will show up on page one of search results—and 93% of
consumers begin their research phase with a search engine.
• Reviews are the second golden ticket for middle of the funnel digital marketing—92% of online consumers read them, and
88% of them trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations.
• Video marketing because four times as many customers would rather watch a video about a product than read about it, and
almost 50% of internet users look for videos related to a product or service before visiting a store.
• PPC search ads ads that show up at the top of the search results when someone Googles something
• Email marketing - Email is the easiest way to wave at someone right there in their inbox. Because they opted-in, they actually
expect to see valuable information from your company!
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THINK: We decide to search
if there was some good
price for xmas.
Compared on several
websites.
We also checked reviews on
PA as none of us had
experience.
Research Loop.
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At the bottom of the funnel (or really, the middle), is where the buyer actually converts from a prospect into a customer. Your
biggest hurdle will be to produce content that triggers a user into action.The best digital marketing strategies for middle-of-thefunnel consumers are: SEO, PPC and email mktg.
Just like car salespeople, you need to be able to provide a potential customer with the information they need most at that
moment in their journey. At this stage, you should be optimizing your content and PPC ads with this kind of content:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create personalized content
Advertise case studies
Advertise testimonials
Advertise free trials of your product or service
Advertise white papers or other marketing collateral that shows off the effectiveness (or awesomeness) of your product or service
Advertise live demos and Q&As
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DO: We realised what was
the average price for that
period after comparing a
few options. We found a
good promotion with PA
deal and decided to buy.
No loop here, we had to
decide and move fast as the
sale was about to end.
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Any business owner knows that it’s easier to keep an existing customer than it is to generate brand new ones, so invest in
keeping your current customers. Hopefully, after your new customer made a purchase, they start their journey all over again
with another one of your products. Or, even better, they become a brand advocate and start selling your product or service for
you in the form of recommendations.
Companies reach out and ask for reviews. Engage with them on social media. Offer them an insider-only discount. Give them
something for free on their birthday. Give them advice for free. There are literally hundreds of customer retention tactics out
there—find the ones that best suit your products and business. One simple—and cost-effective—way to care is with
personalization.
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CARE: Will tell you after
Xmas J
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What is digital journey?

A visual representation of every experience
your clients and prospects go through as
they interact with your brand and product
from awareness, to consideration, to
purchase through digital touch-points and
signals.

WHAT TO DO ON DIGITAL JOURNEY
1.

As every group of potential customers is different, we must
identify 2-3 typical groups of them, we call them “digital persona.”
Each one is driven to our product from a different angle (trigger).
We want to make sure we group them into 2-3 max groups that we
believe are the most representative of the whole potential buyers.

2.

Each of those groups will have a different digital journey with
different digital touch-points because they are driven by different
triggers and influencers.

3.

Define what is the digital journey for each one by using the
framework provided.
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Marketing funnel replicates the concept of P2P
or the digital journey. The main difference is
that we look at the whole potential buyers as an
aggregate. This approach will make it look like a
funnel. A lot of people start with the awareness
of the product, some of them might be
interested in buying it so they consider and start
doing some research.
Some of them will buy our product / ser vice and
become loyal.

LET’S CLARIFY SOME CONCEPTS
1. P2P: the phases of the decision process that a specific target
passes through in a specific category. Useful to understand the
specific behaviours and touchpoints offline / online.
2. Digital Journey: an online version of the P2P. Useful to
understand the specific digital behaviours and touchpoints.
3. (Digital) Marketing Funnel: a cumulated version of P2P or
Digital Journey. Useful to understand the ratio between the
different stages and focus activities.

